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SUBJ TAKEALL-- Comlist: Moscow Consolidated 30 May 92 
Full Text Superzone of Message 
1 GLOBAL 
2 1 aleksandr pogodin on arms trade summit in washington, noting that 

stockpiling of arms breed mistrust between nations. (rpt spanla 292200, 
item 2 on 29 may list) (portuguese 292000) 

3 2 "today's talk": anon on ethnic conflicts in cis (3 min); anon on moscow 
preparations for russian-lithuanian talks on withdrawing troops from 
lithuania (3 min); anon on cis anti narcotics conference in moscow (3.5 
min); report on press conference devoted to intI music benefit to aid 
chernobyl victims (7 min). (mand 1000) 

4 3 "mirror". (rpt czech/slovak 261700, item 7 on 27 may list) 
(czech/slovak 291700) 

5 4 "radio moscow friendship club": previewing and acknowledging letters 
from listeners in various countries, interspersed with music and songs. 
(17 min: arabic 1500) 

6 5 "business club": including international forum on russian economy and 
international experiences; russian free market. (hungarian 291900) 

7 6 "businessmen club": (machinko) on foreign businessmen's interest in cis 
despite that cis counties are plagued by political and economic problems. 
(5.5 min: mand 0900) 

-8 -7" businessmen--club:i-ntuview--wi-th--pavrovJ~worker~-exp&r-t---cen ter-~-----~-~~---
company, discussing opening of forthcoming harbin trade fair, noting that 
participants will come from cis, china, mongolia, north korea and vietnam. 
(5 min: mand 0900) 

9 8 "businessmen club": commercial introducing almanac 'industrial directory 
of cis, baltic countries, published by ermei university', containing 
information on 28,000 companies including many previously kept secret, 
noting that each entry lists company's product, services, address, 
telephone, fax and telex numbers, noting that overseas countries and 
individuals can purchase almanac which will be on sale in 120 countries, 
also giving ermei university fax number (one min); report introducing free 
economic zone, located 27 kilometers north of moscow, welcoming mutually 
beneficial cooperation from overseas, giving contact office address (5 
min). (mand0900) 

10 9 "business club": roundup of news including commercial activities in 
russia; interview with rajashekharan, director of rajaganesh textile 
company which participated in moscow international trade fair, describing 
company's contacts with several cis member countries and protocols signed 
for setting up joint ventures in textile sector of moscow and kiev; 
(gregory yonker), deputy director of general motors expressing hopes of 
good market for his company's products on russian market in due course. 
(30 min: hind 1100) 

11 10 "radio clip": incl interview with ukrainian president leonid kravchuk, 
on ukraine'S differences with russia, also giving outline of kravchuk's 
character by close aide (7 min); anon on new aircraft being designed by 
engineers of sormovo plant, that can fly further and carry larger payloads 
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than any other aircraft in existence (3 min); anon on new method for 
diagnosis of diseases by computer invented by russian doctors (3 min); 
portrait of famous russians beginning with mikhail lemonosov (6 min). 
(greek 1900) 
11 "mail box program ll

: introducing letters sent in by various listeners. 
(15 min: korean 1000) 
12 "dx-wavell

: greetings to listeners who celebrate their birthdays; 
argentine listener hector rubio's proram 'radio versus radio', explaining 
what monitor's job consists of; details of contest being organized by 
house of americas in havana. (15 min: spanla 2300) 
DISARM 
13 vladislav kozyakov on possible u.s. offer to russia to take part in 
global anti-missile defence system, noting that this bush initiative is in 
response to moscow's move earlier this year for joint effort by russia, 
u.s. and other countries to create anti-defence protection. (rpt enginter 
291710, item 12 on 29 may list) (enginter 292310) 
TB3105114592TAKEl 
14 anon military observer on visit of u.s. military experts to russian air 
base in kola peninsula, in accordance with csce agreement for verification 
of disarmamemt agreement. (3 min: spanla 2200 turkish 1400 greek 1900) 
15 anon on statement by russian foreign ministry spokesman, expressing 
russia's intention to further decrease nuclear weapon experiments. (5 
min: korean 0800) 
UNITED STATES 
16 aleksey zlatorunskiy on security and foreign military presence in wake 
of speech by president bush at annapolis naval academy, during which he 
declared that u.s. armed forces would remain best trained, equipped and in 
best -s tat. 0 freacl-iness-due --to--uncer-t-ain---st.te--~f-wOl.'lc1-.---{-S-min:-------- ----- ------
frenchinter 291600) 
17 yuriy solton on preparations for boris yeltsin's forthcoming visit to 
u.s., during which disarmament and u.s. assistance to russian economic 
reforms will be main issues on their agenda, recalling camp david 
declaration and its efforts to create prerequisites for putting it into 
practice. (4-3 min: enginter 1210 140 1710 2010 spanla 2200 arabic 1300 
turkish 1400 polish 1500 urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100 tamil 1300) 
18 itar-tass corr viktor makarov syktyvkar dispatch on american occidental 
oil company obtaining oil exploration rights in komi republic, noting that 
time limit for this project is five years, however maximum investment has 
to be made in first three years. (340 text sent: tasse 1202 tassr 2318) 
19 anon economic expert on meeting of russian-u.s. businessmen in moscow. 
(4 min: hungarian 291900) 
AMERICAS 
20 marta ramirez acknowledges letters from latin american listeners. (4 
min: spanla 0030) 
21 "interprogram feature": devoted to life and works of late argentine 
musician atahualpa yupanqui. (19 min: spanla 2200) 
22 cuban ambassador to moscow jose ramon balaguer giving his impressions 
of latin american handicraft fair, held at nicaraguan embassy in moscow. 
(3 min: spanla 0030) 
23 itar-tass corr sergey gorbunov mexico city dispatch on visit to mexico 
by russian deputy foreign minister g. mamedov as special rep of russia's 
leadership, during which discussions vere held with mexican foreign 
minister fernando solana on further development of cooperation between two 
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countries. (400 text sent: tassr 0124) 
29 NATO/VEST EUROPE 
30 24 valentin (dvinin) on conclusion of NATO planning group meeting in 

brussels, during which deliberations centered on future role of NATO, 
possibily within framework of CSCE. (6 min: frenchinter 291600) 

31 25 anatoliy potapov on NATO meeting taking place in brussels. (rpt 
enginter 281710, item 19 on 28 may list) (spanla 2200) 

32 26 anon on european security cooperation meeting to be held in helsinki 
during early july. (5 min: korean 0800) 

33 27 reports on 30 may moscow meeting between boris yeltsin and EEC 
commission chairman jacques delors, with gist remarks exchanged. (350 
text sent: tassr 1000 tasse 1056; 4-3 min: spanla 2200 greek 1900; 2 min: 
enginter 2010; one min: enginter 1100 1200 1300 1400 tamil 1300 indo 1200 
burm 1300 thai 1200 mand 0900 viet 1100; brief: arabic 1300) 

34 28 report on 30 may moscow press conference given by EEC commission 
chairman jacques delors, devoted to outcome of his meetings with yeltsin 
and gaydar. (310 text sent: tassr 1020) 

35 29 report over video on recent jacques delors meetings with yeltsin and 
gaydar in moscow, during which deliberations focused on freeing some of 
russia's debts and possible new cooperation agreement. (one min: rtv 
1900) 

36 AFRICA 
37 30 "africa as we see it": vladimir valentinov on reports that former 

president botha is accused of repressions against african freedom 
fighters, maintaining a white mp having made public fact that his 
government once ordered death of black activitists, pointing out it is not 
difficult to prove botha and his team committed atrocities against 

--- _. ------ --~ .... -- -.-. -- -- ----opponen ts --of-- -a-pa-r-the-i-d-,-----s-t-r.essing --wh-i-le-no.thi--lll--Jlev---hU---been-.re-veal.ed-,.--.. --------------. ______ _ 
such disclosures give better understanding of importance of current 
administration's step-by-step abolition of apartheid (3 min); review of 
regional events during past week: de klerk and his wife due to arrive in 
moscow on 31 may (brief); mandela met president havel, who hopes south 
africa's democratic process was irreversible, quoting mandela describing 
south african govt as undemocratic and illegitimate because of continued 
white minority rule, but that it will go down in history for what it has 
done in dismantling apartheid (one min); review of events in central, west 
and east africa: burkina faso president comapore's party won convincing 
victory in national assembly election, mentioning opposition parties were 
disgruntled about way election was organized, but intI observers spoke of 
no irregularities (one min); ghana supreme court turned down opposition's 
suit to look into interim law on registration of political parties, noting 
new law bans taking names of parties outlawed in 1981, which opposition 
sees as infringement of its rights (brief); liberia's interim president 
sawyer is said to have offered taylor to hold talks on free elections 
(brief); meeting in nigeria, sudanese govt and officials from rebel group 
in south set up an agenda to discuss southern sudan's self-determination, 
earlier sides agreed nigerian president babangida must be chief mediator 
in talks to end sudan's civil war, highlighting khartoum's change of heart 
on autonomy for south (1.5 min); reports from nairobi speak of increased 
terrorist attacks, noting no-one has so far taken responsibility for bomb 
attacks on nairobi's central cinema (brief); relief workers in somalia say 
ceasefire appear to be holding apart from sporadic clashes caused by 
shortages and distribution of food, afp quoted (one min); african 
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communications ministers meeting in abidjan to discuss continental 
satellite communication project (brief); mandela sent special message, 
published in johannesburg, for anti-tobacco campaign to be marked on 
sunday (brief). (11.5 min overall, incl music: engaf 1530) 
TB3105114692TAKB2 
31 vladislav chernukha on upcoming visit by south african president de 
klerk to russia. (3.5 min: mand 0900) 
32 anon on political situation in south africa in view of upcoming visit 
of president de klerk to russia. (4 min: greek 1900) 
33 "mailbag for african listeners": reviewing listeners' letters and 
acknowledging reception reports. (frenchinter 291600) 
MIDEAST 
34 nikolay (indistinct) intvw with vladimir shumeyko on outcome of his 
visit "to syria, jordan and egypt as leader of of russian supreme soviet 
delegation for purpose of clarifying relations with these countries. (8 
min, sent: arabic 1500) 
35 "on path of good neighborliness": intvw with named businessman, who 
accompanied demirel on his recent visit to russia, on turkish-russian 
trade and economic prospects. (13 min: turkish 1400) 
SOtrrH ASIA 
36 anon on situation in afghanistan. (rpt urdu 291000, item 41 on 29 may 
list) (jap 290900) 
37 vasant georgiyev re afghan president mojaddedi visit to pakistan, 
welcoming his remarks expressing desire to develop relations with pakistan 
and also russia and his suggestion that india and pakistan should 
bilaterally resolve kashmir dispute, maintaining that this reflected 
afghanistan's desire not to get involved in dispute on kashmir. (3.5 min: 

-- -urdu-1000 -beng-10OQ--hind-l-lOO)----------- ---------------~------------~---------------------
48 38 vasant georgiyev noting understanding reached between india and 

bangladesh during zia's delhi visit on long-unresolved issue of river 
water sharing and on illegal border crossing problem and improvement of 
relations between two countries, citing joint communique on visit and zia 

49 

50 
51 

52 
53 

54 

55 

56 
57 

remarks in this context. (4 min: beng 1000 urdu 1000 hind 1100) 
39 yevgeniy nikolayev re govt troop operation against tamil militants in 
northeastern part of sri lanka, noting loss of life on both sides, 
denouncing use of force to resolve sri lankan ethnic issue. (4 min: tamil 
1300) 
CHINA j 
40 "asian affairs": summary global echo report on chi's recent natl mtg on 
ufo research. (5 min: mand 0400 0600) 
ASIAN COMMUNIST 
41 leonid krichevskiy on outcome of 10th meeting of cambodian snc in phnom 
penh. (6-4 min: camb 1100 burm 1300 thai 1200) 
42 anon intvw with chief of foreign specialist training dept about changes 
in educational and training activities of vietnamese students in russia at 
present. (4 min: viet 1300) 
43 intvw with russian academician about foreign investment in vietnam, 
incl russia and other cis states. (8 min: viet 1300) 
ASIA/PACIFIC 
44 "focus on asia-pacific": vasant georgiyev on mOjaddedi's visit to 
pakistan (rpt urdu 1000, in south asia section, above); leonid krichevskiy 
on situation in cambodia following recent session of supreme national 
council which focused on ceasefire, outlining process of cambodian 
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settlement and work of un transition authority, maintaining khmer rouge 
are simply not interested in settlement process, a position contrary to 
interests of cambodian people (3 min); igor dmitriyev on bangladeshi 
premier completing visit to india, first such visit in 20 years, noting 
many bilateral problems that have arisen in that time have been solved 
during recent talks, citing division of waters, unlawful emigration, 
quoting joint communique on intI relations and hopes for a better new 
world order, touching on problems of unequal trading relations between 
developing nations and west (3 min); yevgeniy nikolayev on government 
troops in sri lanka launching operation against tami1 tigers, noting 
well-prepared operation, maintaining long standing ethnic conflict has 
flared up into an acute military confrontation, highlighting reports of 
extensive fighting, stressing that similar fighting in past has achieved 
nothing but higher death toll (3 min); pyotr fedorov canberra dispatch on 
australia cutting number of foreign immigrants allowed into country, 
citing econ difficulties being faced by australia, pointing out however 
that cutting immigrants is likely to hit construction industry hard, 
maintaining while economists are reassuring builders, some stagnation 
seems imminent with a possible increase in unemployment (2 min). 
(enginter 0810 1110) 

58 45 "focus on asia": anon on russia'S relations with thailand, malaysia, 
singapore, indonesia and philippines (6 min); anon on inspection of dprk 
nuclear facilities, noting tasks to be inspected by iaea team (4 min, 
sent); anon on cambodian situation (4 min). (kor 1000) 

59 TB3105114792TAKE3 
60 46 anon observer discussing recent diplomatic activities between russia 

and asean member countries. (6 min: viet 1100) 
-61 - 4 7 corr---i-ntvw-Yi-tn--(nagizla-gaHSOV8h---lead-ing-mbr-of---int..l-oI;g.ani.zation----------

for dialogue with asia-pacific region on russian view of events in burma. 
(rpt thai 271200, item 58 on 27 may list) (indo 1200 burm 1300) 

62 48 anon on russian public opinion expressing concern over situation in 
burma. (5-3 min: viet 1100 camb 1100 thai 1200) 

63 49 "asian affairs": inc1 intvw with moscow intI coop assn official on 
latest political developments in burma. (4 min: mand 0400 0600) 

64 50 russian foreign ministry info/press dept issuing statement by russian 
foreign minister pavel grachev on situation re russian forces in kurile 
islands. (c/r tassr 291434, item 52 on 29 may list) (brief: enginter 0700 
0800 urdu 1000 beng 1000 hind 1100 burm 1300 camb 1100) 

65 51 tass corr report from bangkok on case of unfair treatment by police 
during recent democracy demonstration. (3 min: thai 1200) 

66 EAST EUROPE 
67 52 anon on breaching of cease-fire between north and south ossetia, noting 

that opposion groups particulary those in support of gamsakhurdia have 
been blamed for continuing instability. (rpt enginter 291110, item 55 on 
29 may list) (portuguese 292000 hungarian 291900) 

68 53 georgian prime minister tengiz siga cofirmation that georgian 
leadership has received notification about transfer to his republic of 
some weapons and military equipment from transcaucasian military district. 
(1.5 min sent: mayak 1700) 

69 54 georgian prime miniter tengiz sigua statement that series of documents 
on diplomatic relations and economic cooperation between georgia/russia 
are reading for signing. (brief sent: rtv 1900) 

70 55 sergey sayenko on conclusion of british premier john major's tour of 
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poland, czechoslovakia and hungary. (rpt enginter 291710, item 57 on 29 
may list) (enginter 292310) 

71 56 aleksandr shakhin on current complicated political situation in 
czechoslovakia, which is more complex than two years ago when people voted 
for democracy, noting that risk of country splitting in two is serious 
possibility, recalling recent opinion poll which indicated deep mistrust 
between czechs and slovaks. (3 min: enginter 1210 1410 1710 spanla 2200 
polish 1500) 

72 57 aleksandr shakhin on move by world community towards sanctions against 
serbia in yugoslav crisis. (rpt enginter 291110, item 59 on 29 may list) 
(enginter 292310 portuguese 292000 jap 291300) 

73 58 russian government statement on yugoslavia following belgrade's failure 
to heed good counsels and warnings and its failure, to fulfil demands of 
international community. (260 text sent: tassr 0928 tasse 1057; 3 min: 
enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 arabic 1300 polish 1500; one min: enginter 
1500 1600 1800 1900 2000 greek 1900 tamil 1300 indo 1200 burm 1300 thai 
1200 camb 1100 viet 1100; brief: tv 1700 enginter 1200 1300 1400 spanla 
2200 2300 arabic 1500 polish 1500) 

74 MILITARY 
75 59 (vadim solovyev) interview with commander of strategic troops of cis 

unified armed forces, on deep rooted changes and current tasks of armed 
forces. (9.5 min: spanla 0030) 

76 60 cis armed forces commander shaposhnikov and russian defence minister 
pavel grachev television statments on black sea fleet. (one min sent: tv 
1700; 180 text sent: tasse 1950) 

77 SPACE/SCIENCE 
78 61 "science and technology": feature with report on ongoing moscow 

. exhtbidon··of:·missi1;e·-technology·and· other-·se-iendflcl-tecbnolog-1eal·········· .......... . 
innovations in cis. (18 min: viet 1100) 

79 RUSSIA 
80 62 summary kozyrev press conf remarks at briefing held in russian foreign 

ministry press center, in which he discussed yeltsin's upcoming trip to 
u.s. and u.s. sanctions re space. (c/r tassr 281415, item 89 on 28 may 
list) (brief: jap 290900) 

81 TB3105114892TAKE4 
82 63 yeltsin's rema~ks in ulan-ude after signing agmt with leadership of 

buryatiy. (c/r tassr 291015, item 81 on 29 may list) (brief: frenchinter 
291600 portuguese 292000 czech/slovak 291700 hungrian 291900) 

83 64 yeltsin remarks prior to departure from buryat airport. (c/r rtv 
291900, item 85 on 29 may list) (brief: enginter 0700 0800) 

84 65 lyudmila aleksandrova account of yeltsin's visit to altay and buryatia, 
paraphrasing yeltsins remarks during visit. (600 text sent: tassr 1026; 
200 text: tasse 1609) 

85 66 anon report on yeltsin's visit to siberia, quoting yeltsin from various 
speeches during tour on proposed referendums, econ reforms, social 
protection for population, salaries for teachers and other workers in 
subsidized spheres, imf, progress of reforms in altay and buryatia, also 
quoting komsomolskaya pravda intvw with yeltsin on econ reforms. (6-4 
min: enginter 1110 1410 1710 2010 spanla 2200 arabic 1300 turkish 1400 
polish 1500 mand 0900 kor 1000 camb 1100 viet 1100 burm 1330 urdu 1000 
beng 1000 hind 1100 tamil 1300 indo 1200 thai 1200; one min: urdu 1000 
beng 1000 tamil 1300 indo 1200 thai 1200 burm 1300 camb 1100) 

86 67 intvw with khabarovsk admin head on yeltsin's presidential decree aimed 

"'---~." .~ ... .' ... . .:..:." .. ," .. '. . . ", :- '. 
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at promoting russian far east's econ, trade relations with neighboring 
countries. (3 min: mand 0400 0600) 
68 gennadiy talalayev on yeltsin remarks at meeting in kremlin with 
leaders of oil and gas complex, re discussions on liberalization of fuel 
prices. (250 text sent: tassr 1131, tasse l008/garbled/; one min: greek 
1900; brief: tv 1100 1700 enginter 1500 1600 1800 1900 2000 polish 1500) 
69 video report on khasbulatov visit to baltiysk naval base, quoting his 
remarks on problem of withdrawing forces from baltic republics (40 words). 
(1.5 min, sent: rtv 1600) 
70 summaries russian defense minister pavel graehev address to 29 may 
supsov eoneerning russain military equipment in georgian hands. (c/r rtv 
291925, item 70 on 29 may list) (3 min: enginter 292310 portugeuse 292000) 
71 mikhail shevtsov report on ending of four-day conf "military security 
of russia" in moscow, to discuss russia's future military doctrine and 
armed forces, mentioning conf was attended by russian and cis top 
military, ehiefs of general staffs of cis states and reps of 
military-industrial complex, quoting remarks by russian defense minister 
pavel graehev (120 words). (200 text sent: tasse 1435 tassr 1335; brief: 
enginter 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200 spanla 2200 2300) 
72 tatyana chemodanova intvw with russian defense minister pavel grachev, 
following sci conf on theme "military doctrine and creation of russian 
armed forces", held at academy of general staff. (one min, sent: home 
1500) 
73 report on aleksandr rutskoy's continuing tour of kursk region, giving 
account of his visit to plant-breeding station, a sugar refinery, a state 
farm and private farm in 19ovskoye district, mentioning rutskoy is being 
accompanied by group of british experts headed by gerald carroll who are 
studyingprospect"s--for-reorganis-i-ng--seve~al--bee-t-gl"Ow-ing--farms--i-n-to-a------------
russian-british agri concern to produce and process sugar beet, quoting 
rutskoy on good prospects of project (100 words). (200 text sent: tasse 
1900) 
74 report on collection of signatures in support of referendum on new 
russian constitution. (3.5 min: mand 0400 0600) 
75 anon on some russian ppl demanding dissolution of russian parliament. 
(6 min: kor 0800) 
76 intvw granted in france with (vyacheslav truvnikov), dpty director 
russian seeret service abroad, on service's current task. (c/r tasse 
281210, item 96 on 28 may list) (4 min: jap 290900 viet 1100) 
77 ivan ivanov report on russian setting up council for information for 
purpose of providing support for policy of economic reforms, quoting 
gennadiy shipitko, head govt press center and exec sec council, on its 
future role. (300 text sent: tassr 1210) 
78 "parliamentary herald": sergey nosovets introduces conversation with 
boris zolotukhin, dpty chmn russian federation supsov cmtee on 
legislation, and v.r. veremchuk, mbr russian federation supsov cmtee on 
human rights, on amendments being made to legal legislation. (13 min, 
excerpt sent: rtv 1445) 
79 tamara zamyatina report on all-russian union of renewal holding 
constituent conference, highlighting their intension to take part in 
formation of state bodies of power at all levels. (300 text sent: tassr 
1043) 
TB3105114992TAKE5 
80 sergey ryabkin report on first congress of league of germans taking 
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place in moscow, reviewing proceedings and noting that frg are more 
supportive than russia. (300 text sent: tassr 1833) 

101 NKAO 
102 81 summary nezavisimaya gazeta on turkish and russian approaches to 

conflict in nagorno karabakh. (6 min: turkish 1400) 
103 MOLDOVAN SITUATION 
104 82 report on 30 may moscow press conference given by russian defense 

minister pavel grachev, on romania shipping armored equipment and fire 
arms to moldova. (1.5 min sent: tv 1700; brief: rtv 1900) 

105 83 summary financial times interview with moldovan president mircea 
snegur, on yeltsin's recent statement that russian 14th army deployed in 
moldova would be withdrawn. (180 text sent: tassr 0920 tasse 1429; brief: 
arabic 1500) 

106 84 reports on kishinev press conference given by moldovan defence minister 
ion kostash, accusing russian army of supporting separatists in break away 
dnestr republic. (240 text sent: tasse 1954) . 

107 ~IPE IN CIS 
108 85 vitaliy gurov on expected signing of friendship/cooperation treaty by 

yeltsin and uzbekistan president karimov. (rpt enginter 291110, item 100 
on 29 may list) (enginter 292310 portuguese 292000 hungarian 291900 polish 
1500 indo 1200) 

109 86 anon on rutskoy's recent remarks that ethnic conflicts represent main 
destabilizing factor world wide and which could also apply to cis states, 
noting that security cannot be achieved if they are allowed to persist, 
but all attempts at breaking deadlocks in cis ethnic conflicts have 
failed. (4-3 min: enginter 1210 1410 1710 2010 spanla 2200 arabic 1300 
turkish 1400 polish 1500 indo 1200) 

---------- ------------. --_. -- ---110- ·87· -r-oundup--of -----russ-ian--il~eSS--GJl.-·si-tuat-ion---i1l_-c._en_tral_asian--repubU~ ... -~.~-.--------~-------
recalling changes affecting these regions following their indepenence from 
former soviet union. (arabic 1300) 

111 88 (yuvenaliy poliyakov) on muslim factor and its role in political 
development. (6 min: polish 1500) 

112 89 summary red star 30 may interview with belarussian defense minister 
col-general pavel kozlovski, noting that belarus has no intention to 
attack anyone and all tactical nuclear weapons have been removed from its 
territory. (320 text sent: tasse 1241; brief: enginter 1100 1200 1300 
1400 mand 1200) 

113 90 kyrgyzstan president askar akayev 30 may address to meeting of 
kyrgyzstan peasant's union, stating that government has allocated greater 
part of budget to development of agriculture this year. (1.5 min sent: 
rossii 1500; brief sent: tv 1100) 

114 91 kyrgyzstan president askar akayev decree, transferring all armed units 
and detachments stationed on its territory to jurisdication of republic. 
(4 min sent: rossii 1900; brief sent: rtv 1600) 

115 92 tajikistan president rakhmon nabiyev televised address to tajik nation, 
calling on his compatriots, political parties and movements to support his 
efforts to halt inter-ethnic strife and restore peace. (280 text sent: 
tasse 1609; brief: enginter 1800 1900 2000 spanla 2200 2300) 

116 93 report on moscow press conference given by ukrainian vice premier, on 
ukrainian economic reform process. (4 min: mand 0400 0600) 

117 94 boris yeltsin remarks at moscow ceremony signing treaty of friendship 
and cooperation with uzbekistan, also briefly quoting uzbekistan president 
islam karimov. (180 text sent: tassr 1247 tasse 1605; 260 text: tasse 
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1712; 6 min sent: mayak 1215; one min: greek 1900; brief: enginter 1500 
1600 arabic 1500 polish 1500) 

118 9S report on 30 may moscow joint press conference given by boris yeltsin 
and uzbekistan president islam karimov, following signing of treaty for 
inter-state relations between russia and uzbekistan. (SOO text sent: 
tassr 1728; yeltsin only, 2.5 min sent: rossii 1600; 1.S min: tv 1700; 
brief: enginter 1800 1900 2000 2100 2200) 

119 96 "problems, incidents, figures": anon on expected cis jOint measure to 
uproot cocaine (S min); anon on talks between russian and latvian 
delegates held in moscow on 26-27 may (5 min); anon introducing russian 
historian (5 min). (korean 0800) 

120 TB3105115092TAKE6 
121 97 roundup of weekly 'les nouvelles in moscow'; incl political issues at 

stake in crimea; constitutional court to receive declassified documents; 
business news; interview withbelorussian president; details on accident 
in sverdlovsk in 1979, which killed 64 following human error in chemical 
plant; pesonal details of brezhnev. (7 min: frenchinter 291600) 

122 98 "moscow radio dx-club". (rpt frenchinter 221600, item 95 on 22 may 
list) (frenchinter 291600) 

123 99 mise internal cis items: 2S: cis 6 mideast 3 ase 4 asne 12 
124 UNPRO: korean 1200 
125 POOREST: enginter 292230 (endall) 30 Hay 92 
126 TB3105115192TAKE7 




